Conjugate the phrasal verbs in each sentence so that it makes sense in each context

1. In the morning do you always ____________________ (Feel up to) facing the day ahead?
2. Do you ___________________ (Get over) illnesses quickly?
3. Is it easy _________________ (Give up) when you are feeling ill?
4. Do you need _____________ (Look after) anyone in your family when they are sick?
5. Have you _____________ (Put on) weight recently?
6. Have you ever ____________________ (Pass out) after doing exercise?
7. Is it scary when your hand _____________ (Swell up) after hurting it?
8. Do you find it hard _______________ (Get rid of) your possessions?
9. Have you ever _________________ (Pull through) a bad illness?
10. How old will you be when you _________________ (Pass away)?

*Ask and answer the questions with your partner*
Answer sheet

1. feel up to
2. get over
3. to give up
4. to look after
5. put on
6. passed out
7. swells up
8. to get rid of
9. pulled through
10. pass away